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IS NATURAL SELECTION
WORKING?

ALESSON TO
• PAY YOUR TAXES

Opinions Editor
Jen Janes
thinks not.

The prized Tuesday stop
on Wadsworth has been
seized for not paying their
taxes.
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DIVERSITY DAY "CELEBRATES WHO WE ARE AND
WHO WE WANT TO BECOME"
The luncheon featured keynote
speaker Dr. Llsa Garza, associate professor of sociology and 2007 faculty
"Celebrating who we are and who we lecturer of the year. Garza read
want to become" was the theme for the excerpts from her speech titled "Does a
third annual Diversity Day, held fish notice water? An examination of
Wednesday, April 9. Various open ses- race relations in the 21st century."
sions held throughout the day disGarza's speech "was not always easy
cussed contemporary issues dealing to hear about," said Sandra Mitchell,
with diversity. Student organizations assistant provost for diversity, howevand faculty members helped coordi- er, she says it was a good opportunity
nate the events.
to hear someone who is so well
"Diversity Day" is designed to dispel respected and admired among the
stereocypes, educate, bring awareness Regis community.
to issues, and celebrate who we are as
"She focused on issues related to
individuals. Issues related to gender, Regis and placed an emphasis on how
sexual orientation, environment, poli- Regis is just a microcosm of waters of
tics, race, and ethnicity were just a few society," said Mitchell.
facets of diversity addressed during the
Concurrent sessions were offered to
event.
students and faculty in the afternoon.

Angela Shugarts
Staff Reporter

Some included a presentation from Mi
Gente, a student organization dedicated to promoting an understanding and
awareness of Latino culture, who discussed their experience at the US
Hispanic Leadership Institute.
Another presentation by three staff
members discussed their experience at
NCORE, the National Conference on
Race and Ethnicity in American
Higher Education. The conference
series constitutes the leading and most
comprehensive national forum on
issues of race and ethnicity in
American higher education. Reports
and reflections of their experience
included interactive audience activities.
Other concurrent sessions included
topics like "am I disabled or is socie-

ty?", "Diversity through the lens of
political cartoons," and "Uncle Sam's
Call: Minorities in the U.S. Military vs.
Minorities in the University."
The "Tunnel of Reality" was a special feature of Diversity Day as well.
It is an interactive exhibit that allows
visitors to confront the disturbing
issues of today. The tunnel focused on
five issues contributed by the diversity
affinity groups including Mi Gente,
The Movement, GSA, APA, and the
Peace and Justice Club. The issues
included the Dream Act, female genital
mutilation, gay adoption rights, human
trafficking, and workers rights.

See Diuersity on page 2
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ANNOUNCEMENTS: Diversity from front page
"OFF-ROADING:" The Regis OffRoad Club (ROC) is planning an offroad trip on Sunday, April 20. The
group will explore the "Bunce School
Road" trail near Nederland, Colo. The
group will meet in lot 3 at the Regis
University Lowell Campus - specific
meeting time to be announced prior to
the event. Those wishing to join the
club, participate in upcoming events,
or obtain more information, should
contact
Ryan
Boudreau
at
boudro20@regis.edu. The trip is open
to all students, staff, faculty and
friends. A release form is required for
all Regis affiliated participants.
"9-NEWS HEALTH FAIR:" This
year marks the 11th annual 9Health
Fair at Regis University. As in past
years, this event is organized and hosted by the Rueckert-Hartman College of
Health Professions. Regis University
has always prided itself on its Jesuit
mission to be in service of others, and
the 9Health Fair is a great example of
carrying out this mission.
The
Rueckert-Hartman College of Health
Professions has made it possible for
thousands of Denver residents to
receive health screenings and education free of charge, or at much lower
rates than at most health facilities.
The students who help organize this
event take great pride in the realization
that the services they are providing
make a difference and in some cases
save lives.
The actual event will take place
Saturday, April 19th, 2008 from
7:00am until 12:00pm. The hope is
that many people in the Regis community and surrounding Denver area will
come receive free or low-cost health
screenings and learn something from
the Interactive Health Education
booths. The health services offered are
available to anyone. However, those
without health insurance are especially
encouraged to utilize the 9Health Fair
opportunities. The standard services
offered are: first aid, blood pressure
reading, blood work, coion cancer education, and an opportunity to speak
with
healthcare
professionals.
Optional screenings include: finger
stick diabetes assessments, hearing
assessments, lung function screening,
oral health screening, breast exams,
pap smear screening, and prostate/testicular exams. Those who attend the
Health Fair will be able to choose the
screenings they wish to have conducted. Detailed maps of Regis University
will be available showing where each
screening will
be conducted.
Furthermore, volunteer medical personnel and the 9Health Fair staff make
a commitment to contact those receiving screenings within 72 hours if any
results indicate a critical situation.
The 9Health Fair is a Denver
based non-profit organization founded
27 years ago that holds the mission to
promote health awareness to as many
people as possible and encourage individuals to take responsibility for their
own health. In 2006 alone 19,000 volunteers participated to help the many
sites of the 9Health Fair run as
smoothly and efficiently as possible.
The Regis site served over 500 community members last year. A record
number of 100,000 individuals were
provided with health screenings and
education in 2006, making it easy to
understand why the 9Health Fair is the
largest comm.unity run health promotion program in the nation.
Anne Cosby, the past President and
CEO of 9Health Fair stated, ''To live
life to the fullest and to keep up with
rising healthcare costs, it's essential

Contact the Highlander
3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Stop I-8
Denver, CO 80221

Our Mission:
As the staff of the Regis University

Dr. Tony Ortega, assistant professor of Fine Arts, shares some of his thoughts on diversity with
Ken Phillips, assistant to the vice-president for University Art, Fine Arts, and mission.

Blue curtains closed off the walls
and dim lighting set the mood for the
exhibit. The display however, did not
focus solely on disheartening issues;
rather, the showcase offered solutions
to the problems, especially a sense of
hope.
"We wanted to emphasize the
activism side of the issues and not just
the oppression side," said Corinne
Kampe, junior and president of the
Gay-Straight Alliance (GSA), who
coordinated the event. "We wanted
students to be aware of what's going on
and see that they can make a difference," Kampe added.
Solutions posted throughout the
exhibit included a petition signing for
the workers' rights issue that students
could sign up to participate in.
Overall, the exhibit seemed well
recieved.
''There were about 80 people who
came to see it," says Kampe, "both students and faculty."
The exhibit originally started in
2001 at Regis, under the name the
"Tunnel of Oppression."
"Oppression is a word that carries so
many negative connotations, we don't
want folks thinking that Diversity Day
is all about oppression or all the negative stuff but that it is a part of our real-

ity, so we must focus again on 'who are
we' and realize this is the world we live
in," explained Mitchell.
By looking at these issues and seeing solutions, visitors can look at who
they are and decide how they want to
participate with these issues, added
Kampe. The tunnel opened in the
morning from 11 a.m. until 2 p.ro. It
was re-opened in the evening from 4
p.m. to 7 p.m.
"Diversity Day is not just about race
and ethnicity, it's not just something
that affects people of color, it's not just
about the people who are different but
it's about the idea that everybody has
something to learn and something to
contribute," explained Mitchell. "It's a
part of who we are."
The theme this year really "paints
the picture" of what this day is all
about, continued Mitchell. Events like
Diversity Day "help to educate us
about what diversity is and reminds us
that it's more than just skin deep and
that's powerful. It's a way for us to
learn about each other beyond the surface."
Mitchell summed up the day's
events with a quote from James A
Baldwin: "Not everything that is faced
can be changed but nothing can be
changed until it is faced."

'New' Science Buildin dedicated
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that people know their current health
situation so that health emergencies
can be prevented. That's what 9Health
Fair is all about." From the start, the
9Health Fair has been dedicated to
helping others know their current
health status and preventing critical
situations by providing education on
various health topics and promoting
prevention.

The hope is that the comm.unity utilizes this opportunity to receive free, or
low-cost health screenings during the
9Health Fair. However, it should be
noted that the 9Health Fair should not
replace regular physician visits. So,
mark your calendars for April 19 to
join the many volunteers at Regis
University for the 11th annual 9Health
Fair.

Submissions are encouraged from
our readers. Email submissions to
highlandersubs@gmail.com by
7:00 p.m. every Friday for consideration. All submissions will be
reviewed to ensure suitability of
content and quality of thought.
Editorials are the opinions of the
author, and therefore may not necessarily reflect the views of Regis
University or the Highlander.
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BOYCOTT CHINA
OLYMPICS?
GOOD CAUSE, BAD SOLUTION
David Vranicar
Contributing Writer
Richard Belmonte's Letter to the
Editor in last week's Highlander
addressed a worthy issue with a foolish
proposal.
In response to a previous article that
ran in the Highlander, Belmonte
sought to convince readers that the
e ntire world should boycott the
Summer Olympics in Beijing to show
disapproval for China's treatment of
Tibetans. Boycotting the Olympics, be
said, "sends the message that China's
policy towards Tibet is repugnant."
I agree with some of Belmonte's
analysis on the situation in Tibet - that

increasing awareness of Tibetans'
plight.
The fact that athletes from all over
the world will be descending upon
China's capital does not signal to
Beijing that they condone what's happening in Tibet. Instead, it will simply
put more pressure on the Chinese government to handle the situation with
care and sensibility. The presence of
the Olympics guarantees that media
eyes from all over the world will be
focused on Tibet. If there was all of a
sudden a worldwide promise to not
attend the Games, then that scrutiny which may be the best way of ensuring
restraint on the part of the Chinese
government - will be somewhat nulli-

Think about it: an already-vilified minority leads to the
cancellation of the most expensive Olympics in history.
That's not going to help anybody, especially Tibetans.
the Chinese government bas unjustly
quelled religious expression in Tibet
and tried to make the province conform to Chinese ideals.
But if bringing attention to these perceived injustices is what Belmonte
wants to do, then boycotting the
Olympics is absolutely the wrong
approach. The best way to make the
world aware of the situation in Tibet a situation that bas in recent weeks
turned deadly - is for the Games to
carry on. The presence of the Olympics
will make the need for peace in the
region more pressing for both the
Chinese government and countries
around the world.
The upcoming Olympics have
already helped make this issue bigger
than it would have been otherwise. The
New York Times, for example, featured articles about pro-Tibet protests
and the Olympic torch on its front page
on Mon., Tues., and Wed. of last week.
Does Belmonte think that Tibet would
be getting that sort of attention if not
for the Olympics? In addition, Sen.
Hillary Clinton joined other politicians, including leaders in England
and France, in proposing a boycott of
the Games' opening ceremony. It may
not have crossed Belmonte's mind, but
the upcoming Olympics are actually

fled.
Moreover, and maybe more importantly, if the situation in Tibet causes
China to lose its chance to host a successful Olympics, it is asinine to think
that that will somehow earn Tibetans a
reprieve from hostility. Think about it:
an already-vilified minority leads to
the cancellation of the most expensive
Olympics in history. That's not going
to help anybody, especially Tibetans.
Belmonte's assertion that "protecting life for an entire people takes priority over promoting games for a few"
totally misses the point. His proposal
of an international boycott is the first
step towards removing Tibet from the
limelight of international news. And
while it may be well-intentioned, skipping the Olympics would only intensify
the wrath of the Chinese government
and afford Beijing the opportunity to
suppress Tibetans without the same
level of international scrutiny that is
currently being generated by the
Olympics.
That Belmonte is imploring people to
think about the situation in Tibet is not
the problem. The problem is that his
solution for bringing peace to the
region would in fact probably bring
more violence.

CONSIDER OTHER WAYS TO BOYCOTT CHINA
Maribeth Waldrep
Staff Writer
Although

Richard Belmonte's
response to my March 25th article was
both passionate and well artic~ated,_ I
must continue to disagree With his
stance regarding a potential boycott of
the Olympic Games. While this opinion seems to be becoming more and
more popular, as shown through
recent protests around the worl~, I
continue to stand by my preVIous

assertion that it is a problematic position.
While I understand the desire
to take a stance against China, I do not
believe the Olympics are the proper
venue for such a demonstration. It is
not that I disagree with the intentions
behind a boycott, but more so that I do
not approve of using the Olympic
Games, a supposedly non-politicized
event, to address political issues.

Perhaps a worldwide boycott of the tantamount to approval for the oppresOlympics would send a powerful mes- sors." For years our economy has been
sage to China, one that undoubtedly directly linked to China's, such close
needs to be sent. Yet I doubt that such economic ties surely indicate larger
a boycott would occur, and whether or approval for their country's mode of
not it would even be the most success- operation than our participation in the
ful method of carrying out such a seri- Olympics does. In addition, the
ous statement. I agree that "this crisis Games' location was decided several
requires that a drastic response be years ago, long before tensions
taken," yet I believe that our country is between Tibet and China escalated.
capable of issuing stronger responses For me, the Games are not so much
about the host country as they are
through other means.
There are several other ways about the event itself. It is a celebrathat the United States could show soli- tion of the world and its people, not
darity with Tibet, without devastating solely a reflection of the host. No one is
our athletes or damaging the traditions "making nice" with China by particiof the Games along the way. Our coun- pating in the Games, because it's not
try could begin by publicly denouncing just about China. It is about all the
the attacks against Tibet, decrying countries who participate, and no one
them as immoral and unacceptable. is either embracing or rejecting
The US, as well as the UN, could pro- China's policies by partaking in an
vide military or monetary support for event that happens to be held in China
Tibet. More drastically, we could take this year.
Finally, I would like to reiteran economic stand against China.
Wouldn't a serious economic threat, ate my point that "we should find
such as severed trading or manufactur- another way to support Tibet, one that
ing ties with America, send an even doesn't punish the Olympic athletes
greater message that our country is along the way." I am not opposed to
serious about their treatment of the our country demonstrating sympathy
Tibetan people? While China would for the Tibetan cause, or protesting
clearly lose a great deal of money if the China's treatment of these people. I,
US were to pull out of the Games, I too, believe that "China's policy
believe that the combined economic towards Tibet is repugnant." I also
and military response would be a much believe that solidarity is a word that
more effective message than boy- should include all people, not just
cotting the Olympics, and possibly Tibetans, not just Asians, and not just
help to improve the situation. While a athletes. Therefore, I believe we should
boycott may be noble in its ideals, it find another way to protest China, one
does nothing to help the plight of the that can simultaneously support
Tibetan people, or provide a way to Tibetans, the ideals of the Olympic
help protect them from the ruthless Games, and the athletes who have dedicated themselves to their athletic puractions of the Chinese government.
Furthermore, due to the long- suits regardless of the world's current
standing nature of China's oppression political situation.
of Tibet, I do not believe that "allowing
the Games to proceed, unopposed, [is]

Regis represents Jordan at Model
ArabLeaque
JoshRusnov
Contributing Writer
I wasn't sure what to expect
when I signed up to take Mauretania
and the Arab League during spring
semester. I must say, however, that I
was pleasantly surprised when I
learned the main objective of the class.
The purpose was not to write highquality, insightful papers on the
Middle East or to do well on tests;
instead, the class was preparing us for
a three-day conference to debate, discuss, and address issues that are occurring in this volatile place. The week
before spring break, my fellow students and I participated in the Model
Arab League held at Metro State's
Auraria Campus. There were five
schools, including Regis, that each represented a country in the Middle East
that is a member of the League. The
conference was broken down into five
councils that addressed specific issues
such as social affairs, defense, and
Palestinian affairs. In these councils,
the goal was to pass resolutions
through debate and delegation in an
attempt to address the problems facing
people and countries in the region.
Given that this was my first

f 'c

time participating in something like
this, it was a little nerveracking not
knowing what to expect. We began the
day with an assembly of all the schools.
We were told what our agenda was
going to be and the nature of our topics. I was on the Council of Social
Affairs Ministers and there were two
representatives per country in addition
to the head chair who ran the show. It
was difficult at first getting used to the
parliamentary procedures that we had
to follow, but luckily there were others
who were new to the Model Arab
League and its procedures. The most
rewarding part was the ability to all
agree on a particular point and pass a
resolution that solved a problem. It
was fun debating with the other delegates as we all attempted to represent
the various points of view of our countries; it is definitely a test of skills
learned in politics and speech and
debate. Participating in the Model
Arab League was one of the most
rewarding experiences I've had at
Regis to date. I would encourage anyone who is interested in the Middle
East, history, politics, debate, or anyone who wants an out of the ordinary
class experience to participate.
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Be kind, don't barf in your Natural selecti0 ?m
neighbor's lawn this week
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J en Janes

Jessica Knapp
Opinions Writer

All my neighbor asks of the students
in my building is that no one barfs on
the lawns outside his door this week.
As Ranger Week gets underway, the He says the smell hangs around for a
usual calamities that accompany the while and sometimes even attracts a
eventful week are sure to bring about bunch of ants that hang around for a
one controversy or other throughout few days. "No one wants to walk
the duration. The theme "A day at the through a pile of ants on their way to
Beach... On the Beach!" although work."
redundant, proves to bring out lots of
From this aspect, all students have to
scantly clad co-eds looking for fun that do this week is acknowledge that we
only the Beach can offer.
are in the minority in our small neighAs you head into Ranger week look- borhood. There are far more working
ing to escape the stress that finals and adults and children that live around

From this aspect, all students have to do this week is
acknowledge that we are in the minority in our small
neighborhood.
graduation can bring, think about all
the hard work that has been put into
planning the event by RUSGA, and
please, respect your neighbors.
My neighbors, the kind people they
are, always know the exact dates of
Ranger week with the tell-tale signs of
kegs being rolled into my building.
Ron, my downstairs neighbor and a
man well into his sixties, loves to see us
"kids" getting a break from school. His
only complaint is that we use the entire
week as an excuse to party and make
loud noises. Now, I have never had a
loud party in my apartment, but I can
understand Ron's concern.
Going to such a small school automatically ties us all to the community.
Not only is Regis involved in the community through service learning, but
our students that live in off campus
housing are representatives of Regis.
As a result, we are not always noticed
by our neighbors when we are quietly
studying for mid-terms or writing
papers. Instead, we garner attention
when we behave like typical college
students and knock a few back. The
resulting implication is that college
students are rowdy and constant consumers of adult beverages.

Regis than there are students. Think
about this fact before having a party
and inviting the entire population of
Regis to it. There are people living
around us that live in the real world,
and their world does not involve calling the cops at two in the morning to
launch a noise complaint.
To those who think it is their right to
have a loud party, get publicly intoxicated, and regurgitate wherever they
please, think again. Ranger Week is a
rare opportunity to have fun before the
stress of finals begins, and it is an
opportunity to show what class acts the
students of Regis University are.
Above all, BE SAFE! Enjoy the various competitions to be held on campus
this year including the new Dance Off
at 9pm on Thursday in the Dining Hall
and Ranger Idol on Tuesday at 9pm in
the Dining Hall
Put on your sunscreen, head out to
the Beach and relax before the stress of
finals sets in. As you head into the sun
and get set for the eventful week
ahead, remember your neighbors and
try and respect the fact that the vast
majority of them do not live in the
world of academia and don't get to celebrate this week like us students do.

This is the penultimate moment
Jacqueline Kharouf
Opinions Editor
April is one of my most favorite
months of the year. And although it
just happens to be the month of my
birthday (if you had any confusion on
that, please read the horoscopes), I
think, had I been born in a different
month, it still would be my favorite
because it's a month of seasonal transition. It is both cold and rainy (my
favorite type of weather) and sunny
and spring-like. Supposedly, it is the
perfect time to ski and also the perfect
time to sit outside to do homework (or
write columns).
But this month is also the penultimate herald to the conclusion of
another year at Regis. And while I will
address that conclusion more critically
in my next column (which will also be
my last column, sadly), I'd like to discuss how transitional moments, like
this time of year, this changing
between the seasons, or even this time
before suddenly becoming one year
older, can either make us significant
participants in our own lives or
bystanders in a fantasy, pretend life.
On Sunday, I witnessed three very
extraordinary things.
First, as I was driving downtown to
attend 12:30 mass at the Cathedral, I
saw a police barricade at the corner of

Colfax and Speer. Three police cars
were at the curb by the small park at
that corner and a blue tarp curtain had
been set up around something in the
grass. I assumed it was some kind of
crime scene and thought that perhaps
some one had been murdered there.
Second, in mass, a man wearing a
dark blue bandana over his nose and
mouth, with a bag covering most of
one hand, walked very purposefully to
the first pew, sat down, and subsequently stared at the priests. Then,
during a psalm later on, he held his
hand (the one in the bag) above his
head. During communion, a police
officer escorted this man outside.
Third, as I was driving to meet a
friend for lunch, I decided to take 36
down to Sheridan, but on the drive I
passed the Oscar-Meyer Wiener
Mobile. To prove it, I took a picture on
my camera phone as I passed it.
Now, each of these events, although
they are not terribly traumatic or aweinspiring (although, truthfully, I was
scared the man in church had a gun in
the bag), are significant because they
really happened. And for their starkness, they demonstrate how real the
world can really be.
Most of the time, I write this column
because I have to-I made a promise to
the editor-in-chief and I intend to fulfill it, no matter how pressed I am for

Opinions Editor
have an aunt who believes that all
1
the problems of our modem ag~ can be
explained by technology. Specifically,
technology has eliminate~ natural
selection among our species .. Wh~t
would ordinarily weed out the mtelligent from the stupid, the _sn:ong from
the weak, etc., is now elimmated by
fertility clinics, organ transplants, and
baby incubators.
. .
My position on natural selection is
that it seems quite harsh for nature to
so cruelly destroy beings that ~ feel
emotion and fear, but then agam, if we
could all come to terms with inevitable
death instead of pretending we're too
good for it, our Jives would be easi~r,
more enlightened, and less filled with
bigotry and hate.
However, in regards to technology
and natural selection, I have observed
that, while technology has diminished
a certain amount of natural selection's
old powers, it has created other
avenues for natural selection to perform its duties. For example, while the
artificial heart has diminished natural
selection to a degree, the skateboard
has made up for it. While artificial
insemination has enabled more people
to carry on their bloodlines, the personal firearm has compensated for it.
While disinfectants have eliminated
thousands of deaths during surgery
and from other wounds, the automobile has more than matched that one.
Even though all of the aforementioned dangers technology has brought
us cause many, many deaths, sometimes I wonder if it is really working.
Let us first examine the skateboard.
Nearly every day, I see some of our fellow Regis students leaping, with their
skateboards, onto the boulders next to
the library. Now, let us pause and think
about this. A boulder is a rough surface
that is highly non-conducive to the
rolling of wheels. The friction would
cause the wheels to become uncontrollable through the usual means, and let
us also consider that a boulder is an
uneven surface, which also tends to tilt
objects upon them. And finally, boulders rarely stand on their own, isolated
from other boulders with sharp, hard,
and coarse surfaces.
While it seems obvious that one
should not leap onto boulders while on
a skateboard which is not only difficult
to control, but designed for flat ,

ideas or time. And so sometimes my
columns are not nearly as thoughtful
as they could be or, in fact, as relevant
as they should probably be-they are
~robabl! far too personal to be truly
mteresting
and thus too limited 1·n
.
the1r scope to be significant in any con!ext even slightly wider than this-but,
m my own defense, I write them
because I know no one can write the
as I do. This is my venue where I c=
pretend I am really well-opinionated
But as I had these three experienc~s
I r~ized it is dangerous to pretend
the time. The world is vastly more real
~an I acknowledge and though I may
ignore that reality in order to bring
some humor to all my weird l'ttl
'th
1 e
encount e_rs wi it, I feel as though I
am straymg from my greater purpose
as a ~oman, as a student, and most
defimtely as a writer.
, The world is catching up with meI ve been so
, good at pretending t0DM
th
~e at I ve even fooled myself. What
if that man had really had a gun? Wh
· been
at
1'f I knew that person who had
murdered? Who really car th
fi
es at I
nally saw the Weiner Mobilem
.

all

~ann:~

the same people who leap onto thsee
boulde_rs leap bac~ down
Incredible. Now, Im not saYlllg th t
skateboar~ers des~rve ~o die, but na~ral selection, which is designed t
ensure that the people inhabiting ~
planet are all capable of making intelligent decisions, seems to take a complete vacation when it comes to skateboards.
Let us now examine the persona}
firearm. There is no doubt that the
firearm has killed more people than 1
care to look up or think about, yet it
seems like all I hear about are children
dying accident~y by firearm. Now, we
all know that children are undeveloped
emotionally, intellectually, and physically, and yet they are still endowed
with insatiable curiosity. Therefore, it
makes absolutely no sense to purchase
a gun in the name of protecting one's
children, and then leave it out for them
to find and shoot themselves with. 1
mean, let's think about this. If an
intruder were to enter the house and
threaten the children, the gun would
have to be in a quick and easy place to
reach. But because there are children
in the house, the gun must be kept
under lock and key, which would hinder one from reaching the gun in time
to use it to protect the children. But if
this gun is kept in the open, where it
would be easy to use it to protect the
children, the children will blow their
own heads off with the very gun
intended to protect them. This, again,
makes no sense, and the children,
rather than the illogical adults, suffer
from this natural selection.
The final verdict, my friends, is that
natural selection has not been eliminated by technology. Rather, natural
selection has plenty of opportunities to
separate the goats from the sheep and
save the human race from itself, but it
is taking a long and extended vacation.
In fact, we might have naturally selected natural selection to die and leave us
in peace. At least, someone has,
because human beings die indiscriminately, with no logical rationale behind
it whatsoever. My theory is that if there
ever was natural selection at work
among us, it is now gone and we are
now slaves to random chaos. But don't
feel bad. Now that we know nature is
no longer a meritocracy, we are free to
be as mediocre as we want, and other
people will die for it.

action? (But then again, where was it
going, really?)
By pretending to not care about the
world, I've begun to not care about my
place in it and so when something real
really does happen-whether it's _as
humorous as a wiener-shaped car driving down the highway or as scary as a
man with a bandana waving a bagged
hand in the air-I snap back from my
position as bystander in my own life.
If I were to remain this way, watching things happen, instead of a~utely
feeling the true weight of events m my
life, I would stop really living. I w01~Id
be denying my purpose for being alive
at this moment.
I finally realized that as I transition
to age 22, as I watch my semester at
Regis, along with my favorite month,
reach a penultimate stage, as I sit back
.s
and let my worst fears and anxietie
overwhelm me (I still can't find a job),
I cannot just watch my life anym~re.
I've got to get up and do somethUlg
dramatic because I'm not afraid anymore. It's going to get messy and,
finally, real.
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Following the good shepherd

THE
S~-UISHY
A.VO~A.~O
It is pretty difficult to be success-

SOURCE: http://www.defendamerica.mil/ images/ photos/ aug2oo6/ index/hi-res/060730-N6477M-2o8.jpg
.

Fr. Tom Ryan, S.J.
Homily, April 13, 2008
The gospel today is all about being
lost, afraid, and alone, the most discouraging and fearful moments in our
lives, when we have wandered away
from our spiritual home, lost faith, and
lost our best selves. In his ministry,
Jesus the Good Shepherd was there for
all those who were lost and struggling
to find their way back home; he was
there for the sinners, the prostitutes,
the tax collectors, and those who were
physically and emotionally sick and in
need of healing. Peter who betrayed

and humble of heart, and you will find
rest for your souls."
The compassion of Jesus is the compassion of forgiveness. Many people
were locked up in guilt, feeling unworthy, broken in spirit, and fearful of
being rejected by God and by the religious authorities. Yet, Jesus came to
reveal the forgiving face of God, not a
God who condemns and punishes. To
forgive is to call the lost son back home
and to welcome him and embrace him
within the family again. To forgive is
to show that the person who has
sinned is now loved and cherished and
full of worth. To forgive is to free

Peter came up and asked Jesus: "How many times should
I forgive my brother who sins against me, seven times?"
Jesus answered Peter: "No, not seven times, but seventy
times seven times."
Jesus three times, in our second reading, tells us if we c;m just be like Jesus
and be patient when we suffer from
doing good, this is a grace before God.
Christ suffered out of love for us, leaving us a powerful example to follow.
When he was insulted, he returned no
insult; when he suffered, he did not
threaten. He himself bore our sins in
his body on the cross, and by his
wounds we are all healed. For we had
all gone astray like sheep, but now we
have finally returned to the shepherd,
the guardian of our souls. The Lord is
my Shepherd, and there is nothing I
shall fear.
We know that Jesus comes to bring
good news to the poor and the sick,
good news to the oppressed and suffering. He comes to all those who have
no voice and who cannot fulfill the
demands of the Law and feel lost.
Jesus will tell all these people not to be
afraid, God is very close to them.
Their God is a forgiving and understanding God who loves them. They
are all of great value. They are precious. And that is the Good News!
We are all sons and daughters of God
and brothers and sisters of one another in the family of God.
The Gospels are filled with colorful
descriptions of individual heatings and
liberation from evil spirits. So it was
that crowds of people, all those who
were sick and crippled, came to Jesus
to be healed and to receive from him a
force that would make them whole
again. He came so that we might have
life and have it more abundantly.
Jesus was incredibly sensitive. He
wept with Mary and Martha when his
good friend Lazarus died. Jesus is
close to those in anguish. He came to
comfort those living in pain and
despair, those who were weighed down
by the requirements of the I.1iw. Jesus
cried out: "Come to me all you who
labor and are heavily burdened, and I
will give you rest. Take my yoke upon
you and learn from me, for I am gentle

from guilt, to heal the broken- hearted,
and to celebrate the lost son's return to
the community.
Peter came up and asked Jesus:
"How many times should I forgive my
brother who sins against me, seven
times?" Jesus answered Peter: "No,
not seven times, but seventy times
seven times."
The scribes and
Pharisees were angered and annoyed
by Jesus' words and actions of forgiveness. One day they discovered a
woman caught in the act of adultery.
Like angry wolves wanting to trap their
prey, they seized her, half naked, and
dragged her before Jesus who was
teaching in the Temple. These angry
men knew they had Jesus trapped. If
he speaks of forgiveness, he demonstrates that he is not a disciple of
Moses who said that such a woman
should be stoned. So these men stood
there in their self-righteous superiority, waiting for an answer. Finally,
Jesus looks up and says: "Let the man
among you who is without sin throw
the first stone against her."
We are called to be a more compassionate community, to avoid gossip
and hurtful rumors, to build up rather
than to tear down. No matter what
the situation we are in or what decision
we are called to make, we need to ask
the question: "What would Jesus do if
he were here in this particular place
and had this particular decision to
make?" We are called to understand
and forgive the sins of others, to look
deeply into our own hearts and see
where each of us needs inner healing.
We are called to let go of our fear and
whatever is blocking us from truly loving and caring for each other. In a
word, to follow the Good Shepherd, to
do it NOT MY WAY, Bill THE JESUS
WAY: the way of peace and love and
forgiveness, 70X7, and build up the
Body of Christ right here at Regis.

ful in this world. Despite that
whole
spiel
about
the
"American Dream," getting
doi1m and dirty, which might be
anything from stealing an identity to subverting the authority
of a leader, is probably the only
really effective way to follow
your dreams.
-Blando

Guest Advice
Column
Dear George,
I am an entry-level supervisor for
a research and development firm. I
supervise 15 employees who just
don't seem at all motivated. My
manager is blaming me, saying I'm
inept and threatening to fire me.
What should I do?
-Incompetent in Georgia
Dear Incompetent,
In the name of God, amen, on this
day of the 15th of April, year of our
Lord two thousand and eight, I will
confer unto you the following advice.
I, the aforementioned advisor, know
what it is to be considered incompetent. As a good Christian and as one
who had it in my power to do so, I
once built a fort in the middle of
French territory that was surrounded by hills swarming with enemy soldiers and cut off from any water
source whatsoever, and in doing so
inadvertently ignited a fierce and
avoidable war. Boy, did I get reprimanded for that one. But, my dear
advisee, years of leading have conferred upon me a valuable lesson.
When you don't have the brains to
defeat your problems like a man,
then you need to fight dirty.
Therefore you must go forthwith,
and plan your next office Christmas
party, when your entire company
comes together to innocently celebrate peace on earth and goodwill
towards men. All you must then do,
in the name of our Most Gracious
Lord, is wait until your manager is
drunk. And then, while invoking the
name of God, promise your men
each a fattened ewe and a hay penny,
wait until your most vile and tyrannical manager stumbles into the
snowy, icy parking lot, and shoot
him in the back. Why, when I did
that, I became a hero, immortalized
in history as one of the greatest leaders who ever lived. I hope that one
day you too,-my beloved advisee, can
benefit from this advice. Amen.

ff}e<'r;ye

tJf~inyton

Blando Avocat the rotund, but humble, editor of the Squishy Avocado.

Walker, Texas
Ranger on hit list
John Alabaster
Hollywood Correspondent
Last week, a 16 year-old New
Jersey teen was arrested for making
a hit list that included none other
than infamous star Chuck Norris.
Since then, details have emerged
about the Texas Ranger's relationship with the teen and the reasoning
behind the alleged planned hit.
Last summer, the teen, who is still
unnamed at this point, wrote a letter
to the Norris fan club assuming he
would receive an autographed photo
in the mail weeks later, sources say.
When the picture never came, the
teen became enraged and took down
all of his Walker, Texas Ranger paraphernalia in a rage and reportedly lit
it on fire in the parking lot of a local
7/11.
The teen didn't stop there. Sources
tell us exclusively that the teen began
obsessing over Norris and police
found notebooks full of Chuck
Norris's signature. The teen was
apparently beginning a drastic step
towards actually becoming Chuck
Norris. A plastic surgery was scheduled for early May where the teen
was slated to undergo a nose job,
muscle implants, height enhancers,
and hair removal to look more like
the star.
His plans after the surgery, according to one source, were to kidnap the
star, lock him in the basement of his
mom's house, and assume the identity of the star all the while plummeting the name of Norris into a land of
once -were-great-but- are-nowwashed-up-stars.
No response from the Norris camp
was received by press time.
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Get the ball rolling ...
NOW is the time to star I oking
for a summer intern hip!
Sto~ by our office to get the
ball rolling ...
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Two years ago Nick Winder was stuck on the bench as a mainstay in Lonnie
Porter's doghouse. Nowadays, Winder is still on the bench with Porter - as an
assistant coach.
David Vranicar
Sports Editor
Lonnie Porter looked up and saw a 6foot-3, 300 pound giant of a man walking towards him. And Porter, Regis'
head basketball coach, knew exactly
who it was: Dee Winder, the father of
Nick Winder.
At the time, Nick was a player on
Porter's team and a card-carrying
member of Porter's doghouse. Nick
had dra'\.vn the ire of Porter since he set
foot on campus the previous fall. And
about a week earlier, Porter had looked
Winder in the eye and told him that he
was one more screw up away from getting kicked off the team.
Porter had dealt with parents before.
He knows that his brand of coaching which he refers to as "old school, tough
love" - rubs some people the wrong
way. And he knows that parents usually side with their kids, regardless of
what they had done.
But he didn't know what this man
walking towards him had in store.
Despite spending the better part of his
life coaching a sport that favors giants,
Porter still remembers being startled
by how huge Dee Winder was.
"I said, 'I got to deal with this?'"
Porter recalls. "This parent is going to
be upset with me because I raised my
voice at his kid. I said, 'Here it
comes ... "'
The father made his way over to
Porter, introduced himself with a
handshake, and said, "Coach, I just
want to talk with you about Nick. Nick
told me what happened."

***
To be honest, it wasn't a single thing
that had happened between Nick and
Porter. It had been bubbling up for
months.

court or on the field, and coaches are
just grateful that they got a kid out
there that can play."
This cushy treatment didn't go unnoticed by Nick.
"For the history of my life, people
just let me get away with being an athlete. They let me get away with whatever I wanted."
The free ride that Nick's athleticism
afforded him would stop when he got
to Regis. Suddenly he was handcuffed.
The tough shots and fancy passes that
he had grown used to were not going to
fly in Porter's methodical, defensiveminded version of basketball. There
were some new rules, and, for the first

they went 11-14 that season.
Growing increasingly frustrated,
Winder turned to his dad. They would
talk every week, and rarely did a conversation go by when Nick didn't bring
up his intolerable coach.
"Nick," Dee recalls, "as some young
athletes do, had a different idea about
how things should be done. So he
expressed to me on several different
occasions that he was upset with the
style of coaching."
What made the situation even worse
for Nick was that he didn't have to go
to Regis. He had plenty of scholarship
offers coming out of Western
Wyoming. There were other Colorado

It had been a tough season for Winder since the first week
of practice, but he says, "Things started getting crazy
when we started playing games ...! had to think, 'Do I really want to be at Regis?"'

I

Photo by Graham Hunt
Men's basketball coach Lonnie Porter.

Nick, then a junior, had come to
Regis out of Western Wyoming
Community College. Porter was duly
impressed with Nick's skills as a player
- a 6-foot-4 point forward who possessed far more finesse than the average low-post bully. At WWCC he was
top 25 in the region in both rebounds
and assists per game. Even as a po~t
player he was one of the better passers
on the team.
Winder indeed had a unique skill set,
but that may have been the root of his
problems with Porter.
"Nick had a pretty easy path in all
sports growing up," said Dee, speaking
by phone from his Utah home. "He was
always among the best kids on the

time in his athletic life, Nick was going
to have to adjust.
"A lot of times," Porter said, "the
coach will make an adjustment. But
there's no adjusting here. He was a
good player, but he needed a little
work. So we butted heads."
Butted heads is the G-rated version
of what happened. Porter let Winder
have it like never before. According to
Winder, it took about a week of practice before things "turned downhill."
And for a while, it seemed like they
would never tum around.
"Things started getting crazy when
we started playing games," Winder
said. "I felt like I was playing well, but
he didn't....It was a tough time for me
because I had to think, 'Do I really
want to be at Regis?'"
Aside from Porter constantly being
in his ear, Winder also h ad to adjust to
a decreased role on the court. Winder
had dominated at every level from
grade school to community college, but
in his first year at Regis he would start
just five out of 25 games. He only averaged 20 minutes and five points per
game. Plus the team was struggling -

schools. Schools closer to his Utah
home. Schools that were easier academically. And, what seemed most
important, schools that didn't have a
Coach Porter.
Winder's frustrations finally boiled
over during a game towards the end of
the season. After five months of being
pushed by Porter, Wmder decided to
push back.
The incident started with what had
become a common occurrence:
Winder getting beat on defense, and
Porter letting him know that he was,
um, perturbed. This of course wasn't
the first time that Porter had verbalized his displeasure with Winder. But
it was the first time that Winder
responded with a flippant, don't-bother-me wave of his hand. Winder had,
in front of a gym full of people, blown
off his coach.
"The gesture," Porter said, "was like,
'Man, leave me alone. You don't know
what you're talking about."'
Nick immediately found himself on
the bench, with one seat between him
and Porter. Porter was furious, but h e
remained quiet. Instead of yelling

some more, he simply leaned forward,
looked Nick in the eyes, and slowly
said, "If you ever do that again, you'll
be on the first thing smoking out of
here."
It may seem like cliche coach-speak,
but Porter was serious. He wasn't literally going to find a night train from
Denver to Utah. But Porter has kicked
talented players off his teams before.
In the mid-199os, with a 15-1 record
and a national ranking, Porter did just
that, dismissing a key contributor midseason for Winder-esque insubordination.
Two years after the threat, Wmder
says, "He was absolutely serious."
This was it, really. Winder either had
to change himself or change his college. So he thought about it. He mulled
over his options. He asked himself
what would be less of a headache, putting up with Coach Porter for another
year or transferring schools? In the
end, Winder's contemplation led him
to one conclusion: Porter was in his
29th season as head coach at Regis.
Neither he nor his authoritarian ways
were going anywhere.
It was clear to Winder what he had
to do. Leave? No. He had to change.
"Somewhere there at the end of the
season," Dee said, "something clicked
in Nick because of Coach Porter. And I
don't know if Nick could even bring
words to it - it might take 10, 15 years
- but something clicked and something started to make sense.
"Overnight he changed from fighting
authority figures to respecting authority figures. If you play on [Porter's) ball
team, there is no question who's in
charge, and Nick really needed that."

***
Of course, Porter didn't know that
Dee felt this way. Porter thought that
those weekly phone calls fro~ Nick to
Dee were fueling a rage inside the
father, a rage that the big Winder was
itching to vent. But that wasn't the case
at all.

Continued on next page
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Highlander reporter awarded Tuell and Kafer
"Mark of Excellence" award chosen for
ill II

NCAA National
Student-Athlete
Conference
Jere my Phillips
Sports Information Director

W-mder (above) played most of his senior
season with a torn left shoulder, earning
plenty of respect from his coach.

"I'd listen," Dee said. "You know, you
can't just slam the kid. You got to listen
and be sympathetic and understanding. But in the end I'd tell him, 'You
need to take a deep breath, listen to
what coach is saying, and just do it.' I
pretty much would tell him to buck up
and go to work. As a father I tried to
present sympathy, but on the other This ~ast Saturday, April 12, Highlander staffers (from left to right), editor Maricor
Coqw a, and staff reporters Amber Alarid and Emily Sloan, attended a conference at
band I realized that what's happening Colorad? State University in Fort Collins, sponsored by the Society of Professional
is very, very good for him."
Jo~ali~ (SPJ) themed "Brave New World." Along with advisor Dr. Mary Beth
It never crossed Porter's mind that ~ e , assi;stant professor of communication, the three congratulated former Sports
Dee had helped fonn a united front editor Davi_d_Vranicar for his award winning story (left), "Back on the Bench," in the
Sports Wntiog category. Vranicar earned 2nd place for the Region IX Mark of
against Nick's headstrong habits. And Excellence SPJ Awards.
when father approached coach to talk
about son, he wasn't getting ready to
lay into Porter. He was getting ready to
thank him.
"Nick's needed discipline everywhere
he's been," Porter recalls Dee saying,
"and you're making a better man out of
him."
Porter says that from the moment he
threatened to dismiss Nick, their relationship has been all positive. In
athletes and SAAC members for
Wmder's senior season he upped his Jeremy Phillips
organizing and running the clinic. The
Sports Infonnation Director
minutes to almost 30 per game and
great turnout and the
interaction
gutted out a torn labrum in his left
DENVER, Colo.: Bouncing balls and between the community and the
shoulder. He knew that his shoulder
the laughter of children could be heard coaches and student-athletes was very
would require surgery just a few games
coming from the Regis University cam- exciting."
into the season. But, as if to prove that
Following the clinic, the participatpus on Sunday, April 6, as nearly 60
he'd bought into Porter's team-first
children took part in an allsports clin- ing children, their families, mentors,
philosophy, Winder shunned the operand the student-athletes were treated
ation until the off-season and got by on ic.
Regis Ranger student-athletes cele- to a BBQ lunch that was served by sevgrit. ("I figured out how to play with
brated National Student-Athlete Day eral Regis coaches and athletic adminone hand," he says now.)
by holding the all-sports clinic and istrators. Prior to the BBQ all particiWinder, a business management teaching children the fundamentals in pants took part in a "Parade of
major who will graduate in Dec., sports such as basketball, volleyball, Champions" in which they were led
changed so much since his almostsoccer, lacrosse, and cross country. around the Regis Baseball Field by the
daily run-ins with Porter that the The clinic was organized by the stu- Regis mascot, Ranger the Coyote.
coach asked him to stay on as an assis- dent-athlete advisory committee
Celebrated annually on April 6 since
tant.
1987,
National STUDENT-Athlete Day
(SAAC).
And if Winder wasn't already in
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Colorado is America's day to celebrate outstandPoi:er's comer, he certainly is after was a big contributor as they brought ing student-athletes who have
seemg up-close how Porter operates.
35 "littles" and their mentors to the achieved excellence in academics and
"I think it's great," Nick said of being event aimed at reaching out to the athletics while having made significant
an assistant. "I see the other side of
contributions to the community. Regis
neighborhoods around Regis.
things. There's more to it than you
"We feel this was a good opportuni- University is a member of NCAA
realize as a player .... He cares more ty to reach out to the community," Division II and competes in the Rocky
about his players than anyone will says Director of Athletics Barb Mountain
Athletic
Conference
know. I finally picked up on that. "
(RMAC).
Schoreder. "I am proud of the studentDee, who still gets those regular calls
from Nick, is glad that Nick is around
~ l p players who, as Nick put it,
h
that Porter "is just hooting and
o~ering for no reason."
Summer Session 2008-A Recipe for Success
b As I listen to him," Dee said, "it's
e~n a great revelation for him to be an
assistant because he can sit on the
ft 's 110( too late to register/or Summer Session!
:ce and see both sides of it. Now he
st st0P and say to a player, 'I underOffice ofSWDmer Session• Loyola 12 • 303-458-4968
h an~ where you're coming from, but
www.regis.edu/sumrner
p~~\what Coach is trying to accom-

Student-Athletes Celebrate
National Student-Athlete
Day

thN'ick•. Dee, and Porter are all grateful

Rt· Nick
decided to stick it out at
even when his mind gut and
gis

ears
th

' ' The
Were telling him to leave.
ree men all say that Nick became a
rnand ·
hen
h unng his year of agony on the
in c • stuck next to Porter and wishe gt desperately that things were differn.

lik!~.things are different. Now Nick
ing on the bench.

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind .: Freshman
men's soccer student-athlete Nathan
Kafer and junior women's basketball
student-athlete Paulina Tuell will be
representing Regis University at the
2008 NCAA National Student-Athlete
Development Conference.
Kafer, a forward from Erie, Colo.,
helped lead the Rangers to the RMAC
tournament for the first time since
2002
and was named RMAC
Freshman of the Year and First-Team
All-RMAC.
Tuell, a post from Springfield, Mo.,
was one of the top players for the
Ranger hoop squad this season earning First-Team All-RMAC East honors.
The conference is being held on May
25-27 and May 27-29 at Disney's Yacht
and Beach Club Resorts
in Lake
Buena Vista, Florida. The committee
received 1840 nominations from 462
institutions. The NCAA StudentAthlete Development Conference
Selection Committee then selected 700
student athletes to participate in the
conference.
Regis University is a member of
NCAA Division II and competes in the
Rocky Mountain Athletic Conference
(RMAC).

Nathan Kafer, '11.
Kafer, a forward from Erie,
Colo., helped lead the Rangers to the RMAC
tournament for the first time since 2002 and was
named RMAC Freshman of the Year and FirstTeam All-RMAC.
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Paulina Tuell, '09.
Tuell, a post from
Springfield, Mo., was one of the top players for
the Ranger hoop squad this season earning
First-Team All-RMAC East honors.
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COLD STONE

Photo by Dr. Mary Beth Callie

Emily Sloan
Staff Writer
Tuesday nights. What is the first
thing that pops into your mind? For
me, the first thing I think of is Cold
Stone. If that did not come to mind,
don't worry. A few years ago, getting
delicious ice cream for half the price
wouldn't have crossed my mind
either...
Admitedly, I was never a particularly huge fan of Cold Stone because I ate
there once and decided that their ice
cream was too sugary. Basically, I felt
sick after I ate there and decided that it
was just not good.
The second reason I had tried to
erase Cold Stone from my memory is
because I think it is too expensive. I
am not going to lie; I am a cheap person (I get it from my dad if you were
wondering). I will not get into details,
but just take my word or ask some of
the people that went to Seattle with
me.
I finally succumbed, though, and
began going to Cold Stone this semester and only on Tuesdays because Cold
Stone offers half off to college students. The ice cream was not as bad as
I remembered, but the real factor that
made me go was the ice cream was half
off. I think the first time I went (don't
quote me on this), I got a kid's size cup
and only spent a dollar.
However, for the past three weeks I
have gone to Cold Stone with a small
number from the Highlander staff.
Going to Cold Stone has become our
Tuesday ritual. After our meeting, we
head over to pick up Molly Lu, Dr.

Callie's dog, the unofficial mascot of
the Highlander. We head straight to
Cold Stone, the line tends to be short
because it is dinner time, and get our
ice cream. Maricor, the editor, always
gets the same thing, which is understandable now that I have tried her
concoction. (She likes to get raspberry
sorbet mixed with cheesecake ice
cream, with lots of fresh raspberries
and graham crackers.) I do like to mix
my choices up and get something different every time.
Last week though, was disheartening. Imagine our dismay when we
pulled up to Cold Stone to see all the
lights off and a large square with the
word SIEZED in bold red. Actually, I
am sure many Regis students experienced a similar pang of disappointment. Unfortunately, Cold Stone now
belongs to the State of Colorado... for
not paying their taxes.
Our craving was unrelenting. A
"seized" sign was not going to stop us.
Sure enough, we ended up at another
Cold Stone.
And may I say that I was not pleased
about this "new" Cold Stone, mainly
because they made me get the medium
sized cup to receive the student discount. So basically I had to pay extra
money for more ice cream that I did
not want.
So what will Regis students, like
myself, who go to Cold Stone frequently do? That I cannot answer. But I can
answer this: should someone pay his
or her truces? Definitely, or else your
store and good name will be taken by
the State of Colorado.

people in his restaurant. In fact, Hoss
is frequently behind the bar talking to
his costumers.
Hoss grew up in Buffalo, New
Recently, the Highlander ran a
story about Tennyson Street and the York then went to Michigan State
local businesses. As summarized in University. At MSU, Hoss studied polthe article, Tennyson has recently itics. He said he has always loved polbegun growing and experiencing an itics and would be excited for Sunday
urban revival. Tennyson has a variety morning so he could watch Sunday
of local businesses that cater to stu- Morning and read the New York
dents and Big Hoss, a restaurant in the Times.
While getting his master's
heart of Tennyson, fits that mold.
degree,
Hoss learned two things; the
Big Hoss began in Dec. 2006
by Hoss Orwat. The restaurant, which workings of politics and writing, and
serves Bar-B-Q, has received excellent how to cook barbecue. Hoss would be
reviews from magazines like the visiting these little towns researching
for his thesis and a "byproduct is barWestword.
The food served at Big Hoss becue."
When Hoss's last job, writing
lives up to the good reviews the restaurant has received. One can get a juicy campaign speeches for candidates, lost
burger and a side for about 10 dollars. its fun due to constant bickering and
In my case, I tried the buffalo burger, infighting, his previous jobs in the
which was the first time I have tried restaurant industry and the knowledge

Emily Sloan
Staff Writer

There is no fear in Big Hoss, just a seat that
you feel like you have known forever, a staff
that seems like a familiar face, and regulars
that keep you entertained.
buffalo since moving out to Denver. To
sum up how much I enjoyed my burger, lets just say from now on I will
order buffalo instead of beef.
The food is only one aspect of
Big Hoss that makes the people regulars. The atmosphere of the restaurant
differs from other places. The restaurant is set up with booths and tables in
the front then the bar and stools in the
middle, and more booths in the back.
Whether intentionally or not, this set
up creates a unique atmosphere where
every patron feels comfortable and
welcomed. When I ate at Big Hoss
over the weekend, I even saw a few
professors and Regis staff enjoying a
meal of "shrimp po-boys and lemonade," said an anonymous professor.
The regulars even make you
feel welcomed if you strike up a conversation. Travis Gordon and Derek
Cruze are regulars that can be found at
the bar. Gordon and Cruze stick out at
Big Hoss because they wear hats all the
time. Best friends and transplants
from Ohio, they like Big Hoss because
the bartenders actually pay attention
to them as customers and they have a
good NFL (National Football League)
ticket. The last component that
makes people want to keep coming
back to Big Hoss is Hoss himself. Hoss
is not a little guy. He is at least six feet
and would tower over many people.
His size just further emphasizes and
suits his personality well. He conveys
a sense of excitement, and you can just
tell that he enjoys talking and serving

gained from the local barbecue joints
in the South created a recipe of success
and new excitement. "I'm doing more
then I ever did some days than I did in
politics," said Hoss.
Hoss believes and loves that
his restaurant helps people.
He
emphasized that helping people
through his restaurant is his favorite
part of owning Big Hoss. According to
Hoss, life is difficult and Big Hoss
offers a place for people to relruc and
enjoy something good.
Hoss also wants students to
learn how to "be not afraid." Pope
John Paul II said this to Fidel Castro
and it stuck with Hoss.
"If you have fear, you're paralyzed," said Hoss.
Sitting in Big Hoss over the
weekend, I had fear. I feared I would
not like buffalo because I am a picky
eater. But the restaurant had an
atmosphere that told me to take that
risk and try something new. There is
no fear in Big Hoss, just a seat that you
feel like you have known forever, a
staff that seems like a familiar face,
and regulars that keep you entertained. In the end, Hoss has created a
place that has a diverse background,
which makes you want to return. This
distinct restaurant and its owner fit
perfectly into Tennyson Street and the
uniqueness of the area.
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HOROSCOPES

By Jen Janes, Jacqueline Kharouf, Jess Knapp, & Maribeth Waldrep
"My philosophy of bike riding is almost like taking a puppy for a run, except I am the puppy,"
Duggan said. "It is a new lease on life and lets
me see how I can can play with life."
Dr. Tom Duggan
Associate Professor of Philosophy
For the past 15 years, Dr. Tom
Duggan has biked almost every day
to Regis.
After years of joint impact from running, Dr. Duggan bikes to continue
his exercise routine and to find a
close parking spot. He also bikes lo
clear his mind and to avoid high gas
prices.
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Cancer

Capricorn

(June 22-July 22)

(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
If you see a young
woman named
Jacqueline today, and
you begin to collect
the mud and rocks that you generally
like to throw in her face, stop for a
minute and ponder. Perhaps you
should spend the week wishing her a
happy birthday instead, and the stars
will grant you many blessings.

Jacqueline Kharouf
will see you on
Wednesday, and possibly even wink at
you. This small but simple act will
send you into the pitiless frenzy of
loving and the resulting headache will
leave you unable to attend your afternoon classes.
~ l.CO

Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Saturn's orbit has
been greatly disturbed
~-'It-. this week, an unusual
occurrence which can
only be explained by powerful magnetic forces linked to presents and
cake. For more information, see
Jacqueline.

Every Sunday Dr. Duggan bikes for
miles on the Clear Creek trail,
either west or east. He enjoys the
trail not only for exercise but to see
Colorado's wildlife, such as blue
cranes and foxes.
20
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After a three mile walk, he also bikes
for 45 minutes three limes a week,
which "increases [his] energy."

~
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(July 23-Aug. 22)
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Dr. 1<3t" l<IOOQi as~·

Sensing Jacqueline
Kharoufs presence,
you attempt to look
cool in her graces and
whip out your pen and pad so that she
sees that you are passionate about
writing like she is. The resulting whip
however will cause your pen to
explode all over you and Jacqueline
will ultimately think you are just a
messy slob. Unlucky indeed.
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Or
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ner to ride on a pm.I,;
hand-me-down
oike
fr :;.m
e r cc;11.1sin St. c
for,dly- ,er te:r'lb~· - Ing

a.round the la es m
Vinneepolis. Minn and

(Sept. 23-0ct. 23)
Doom will befall you
this Ranger Day if
careful preparations
are not made beforehand. Either avoid tricycles, water,
and fat people (either natural or synthetic), or make your peace with
Jacqueline the night before.

Scorpio

(April 20-May 20)

th, r::e ye .r~ She firl!E
bC<mg to lbe quld< and
e:3.'Sy, end po ·on...free.

::.he · b

Libra

Taurus

oue.
s.-:ud.es.,
lt\'e~
about i:-i.·,o m le!5 ·ro m

c a ~ and ha&

(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

Aries

Because you smiled
kindly at Jacqueline
as she passed you on
her way to class last
Thursday, she, in her wondrous ability
to remember faces, shall give you a
piece of candy today. The candy,
which is a seemingly ordinary M&Ms,
will grant you the ability to fly.

~.u11 p.ore-~r or re •

,,,

Virgo

(Mar. 21-April 19)

"My spirituality of bike riding is abouc
11
no ticing creation. she said. 1 can go
th rough the same locale and notice
something different every time.·

Leo

After ordering your
cup of decaf cappuccino, you realize that
· your debit card,
American Express, and cash are all at
home. But the stars will bless you
when Jacqueline Kharouf will walk
into the coffee shop and offer to buy
your coffee for you.

Pisces

~ (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
•
You tend to follow
Ebenezer Scrooge's
•
famous axiom that we
always find ourselves
"a year older, and not an hour richer."
However, someone named Jacqueline
might not have that exact opinion this
week. Try not to poison her week with
your derisive and hateful attitude,
damned wretch that you are.

;..

a si U· ~n e bl ~ 11p t:.
C~-dar Lake , one mile
from -school. er rnottl«.
is an avid bike ndef and
,,. .en<n,•ir.f' $he 51 :: r.rhori ~. e ~ o e r lily
goes on a i de.
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Although you've never
met Jacqueline and
have never really read
any of her columns,
she will still bestow her blessings on
your ungrateful soul this week when
you come into the Writing Center
looking for help with your already late
10-12 page research paper. Yes,
instead of sending you away because
she has a life and needs to get back to
it, she will read and edit your dismal
work.
:a: t5rn:tn\

Gemini
(May 21-June 21)

Haven't you heard?
Jacqueline is single!
And so, if you are an
•
attractive single man,
looking for a wildly intellectual and
vastly knowledgeable counterpart,
look no further than this publication!
(Jacqueline will accept applicants on a
first-come, first-serve basis and only
after said applicants complete a
required 100 page questionnaire.)

(Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
As Jupiter enters your

house this week, so
too will Jacqueline, on
her birthday. Because
she has chosen your meager abode to
host her birthday party palooza of
2008, you must lavish her with
extravagant gifts (the full list can be
accessed on Jacqueline's facebook
profile) or face eternal wailing and
nashing of teeth.

•

~

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Forces beyond your
control will drive you
to seek employment
in the next three
weeks. Alas, fear not, for Jacqueline,
in her mystical command of the cosmos, bas blessed you with an abnormally high GRE score and great
extracurricular activities. Plan on putting them to good use for the next
academic year.

-

·-
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Ranger Week,
A ril 14 -19
p

Tuesday,
April 15

Tuesday: Ranger Idol. 9pm.
University Dining Hall. Support
your friends as they vie to
become Regis Universities
Ranger Idol.
Wednesday:
Jim Wand
Hypnotist, 10pm, University
Dining Hall.
An annual
favorite, Wand is making his
15th return to Regis to amaze
you all and embarrass your
friends.
Thursday: 1st Annual Dance
Off. 9pm, University Dining
Hall. Think you can dance?
Have a bunch of friends that
think so too? Sign up for the
Dance Off. Sign ups are in the
RUSGA office.
Friday: Mr. Regis.
9pm,
University Dining Hall. If you
liked Ice Queen in the fall, this
is your kind of show. Our contestants will be vieing to
become Mr. Regis - with stupid
antics, comical routines, and a
whole lot of interesting (but
appropriate) clothes.
Saturday: Ranger Day On the
Beach. 11am to 4pm. (Behind
O'Connell Hall). Join us for
huge amounts of FOOD,
Entertainment, Music (The
Flobots are the headliners) and
other fun activities. There will
be a roller coaster simulator,
mechanical bull, extreme trampolines, climbing wall, and
more. Those of age can also
enjoy the Beer Garden.
For more information, see the
InSite
posting
at
insite.regis.edu.

Speaker to address
Kennedy Assassination

At 7 pm in the Chapel, Jim
Douglass will speak on "JFK
and the Unspeakable: A Gospel
Story. Douglass has just published a new book on the assassination of JFK and why it
matters for our time. In this
talk, Douglass will explore the
conversion that was taking
place in Kennedy as he
changed from Cold Warrior to
wanting to end the Cold War.
Douglass has a long history as
a theologian. He was an advisor to the bishops at the
Second Vatican Council. He
taught at the Universities of
Hawaii and Notre Dame, and
has written four books on theology and nonviolence.
11

Thursday,
April 17

Founder of 'Mediators
Without Borders' to
speak

Ken Cloke is the key founder
and leader of Mediators
Beyond Borders - Partnering
for Peace & Reconciliation.
Cloke articulates the inspiration for Mediators Beyond
Borders by stating, "When listening to news about the latest
disasters from wars and terrorist attacks around the globe, I
sometimes fantasize what
would happen if, instead of
dropping bombs on civilian

SUDOKU

98ews Health Fair

The Regis University RHCHP
will offer the nth annual
9Health Fair at Regis! April
19th from 7:00 AM. to 12:00
noon in Loyola Hall and the
Coors Life Center. Attendees
will receive free health screenings and education materials.
Additionally, participants 18
years and older will have the
option to take advantage of
blood chemistry screenings,
that usually cost hundreds of
dollars, for only $30! Free
screening examples include
women's health, prostate for
men, body in balance, and possibly bone density screenings,
to name a few. Again, the
health fair is free and open to
the public, including Regis stu-

,
,
save the ~ate and tak~ advantage of thIS opportunity for
your health.

Sunday,
April 20

Special Olympic Soccer
Tournament

The Staff Advisory Council
(SAC) is pleased to announce
that the 6th Annual Special
Olympic Soccer Tournament
will be held on Sunday, April
20, 2008 on the Regis soccer
fields. If you are interested in
volunteering, please contact
Carmen Owens, volunteer
coordinator, at
cowens@regis.edu or for questions, contact Denise Copeland,
event chairperson, at
dcopelan@regis.edu. Volunteer
spots are limited.

Tuesday,
A ril 22

c «Rorado Rockies and
Regis College Night

Sign up in the Student
Activities office for a free "Rock
Pile" ticket! Get them while
they last - only 30 available!
Once signed up for a ticket ,
make sure to meet at the 50th
& King bus stop (#52) at 5:40
p.m. If you still need a bus
pass, a RUSGA representative
will be there to provide you
with one as long as you have
your valid student ID.
DON'T BE LATE! You miss the
bus, you miss your ticket!!

Suninier Session 2008 . ..
A Recipe for Success
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•
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On-campus Courses
Online Courses
Academic Internships
Independent Studies

1-2-3 Cookies
1 ¼ packages of Nabisco graham crackers

.

7 4
6

9

8
3

5
7 4

1
2

Saturday,
April 19

5

6

1 7
3
2
4 5
8
3

popu ations, me a ors y
tens of thousands were parachuted into war zones to create
· across battle
conversations
.
lines; if, inst~ad of shoo~ng
bull~ts, ?1ed1ators organized
public dialogues and shot questions.at both sides." Cloke is
the director of tJ:ie c.enter for
Disp?"te Res?luti?n m Santa
Momca, Cahforma, has ?een .a
mediator, arbitrator, umvers1ty
professor, judge, cou~selor,
coach, consultant, tramer, and
designer o! resolutions sys~ems
for over thirty y~ars. He will
sh~e more ofh1s. thoughts
tomght at 7y.m. 1.n the St.
John Francis Regis Chapel.

1
0 2007 Krm:yDBd.com

Solution can be found at krazydad.com, ·intermediate; puzzle #62 .

15, 2008

1 can

sweetened condensed milk
1 ½ cups chocolale chips

Break the graham crackers into crumbs
Add sweetened condensed milk and chocolate
chips. Pour mto a buttered 9x9 square pan.
Bake for 30 minutes at 350 degrees.

Office of Summer Session
Loyola 12 • 303-458-4968
www.regis.edu/summer

